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Meeting Recording

Agenda Items & Meeting Notes 

Welcome & Introductions
EFWG Community Topics & Announcements
Presentation from Philipp Etschel from Bosch: "SSI from a developer's perspective"
Q&A / Discussion

Philipp Etschel presentation: SSI from a Developers Perspective
Philipp - solution developer at Bosch - mostly research team and IDUnion project affiliation (publicly funded by EU).
Acknowledgement of personal bias (as everyone has)

https://zoom.us/j/95389236256?pwd=RFErMm9SS0tBenA1Q0dSYlpXK3Bqdz09
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~SteveMagennis
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~ecdrury
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~carlyhuitema
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~psubra
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-gJivqPV42cjBGlELKxOoWljQzcRHphj/edit#slide=id.p1
https://zoom.us/rec/share/3LAxJdUF5dbnY41MNFJtAEkWdoKAtISdVX4LjU9yyXLEHjMe-U96TC8i6q21K37Z.vK8KKcDrq_pLPO0H?startTime=1665673055000


How can we give all the devices an identity? came into the concept of SSI, adding SSI into devices.
Master data - difficult to manage all the data

Agent (aries cloud agent) wallet
Profile of your organization
wallet with credentials
Can issue credentials and also verify them (issuer side and verifier side)
Schemas configured for your agent



Organizational profile - public information, helps to solve master data problem
SSI design is made for individuals (peer-to-peer) and this presents challenges for organizations/companies

E.g. want details available for companies in credential exchange (like bank account info etc.)
Consider if SSI is solution or is there other technologies that are better
Public profiles are also helpful because DIDs are not human readable and a profile helps with human trust.
What are some of the challenges in creating the project?

2 challenges - 1 set, related to what you are doing - the whole SSI stack. It is developing. Business use cases do not always perfectly fit 
SSI (access management is an example that fits very well), but the need for a public profile takes effort to add to SSI.
2nd set of problems - specific to BPA - how do we build systems that are scalable and how do we make it work for the enterprise. How 
does the software manage the wallets. Need lots of wallets and DIDs and this needs to be scalable and efficient. Missing lots of API 
features to create new wallets and DIDs for example.

May need to stop prototype and start from scratch.
Architectural side and Ecosystem side

Third issue - how to introduce and onboard people into SSI.
The world doesn't always match up with the nice picture/general model
Ecosystem is very fragmented (e.g. hundreds of DID methods).
There is no stack that covers all parts of the ecosystem
By design it is interoperable (DID methods, resolver, documents) but in function it is not because of the fragmentation.
Talking the same language but not interoperable



Current answer: look at your ecosystem and who you want to interact with and then pick your stack so you can work with them.
Drummond: trying to move towards interoperable stack a goal of ToIP. Rebooting web of trust - a subgroup creating a tool to analyze 
interoperability and help people make decisions.
Long run - should work itself out, but in the current time it is the challenge.
Few people fully understand at the lowest levels (container format, DIDcomm) and the cryptography (limited understanding here) - note this is 
perception
Long run what is needed - more robust stack and companies to put more resources into implementation.
Too much entanglement between modules and packages - too many dependencies



How do we get others on board
Challenges for scaling the solution - need more money and people, dedicate a team to get standardization right (like the EFWG and other WGs). 
Rebuild crypto and protocol level to make code more structured so it is easier to use. Lower level code restructure will let end results be more 
scalable. More modular level and not a service level. (but it doesn't seem like it will happen). Therefore take what works in the community - bigger 
companies don't contribute but wait and see and watch what start-ups are doing and use that work.
Get some of the more clear use cases work (e.g. access management) and then reinvest the money into further development.

Admin Reminder : remember to re-subscribe to new meeting calendar

If you want your name on the invite, reach out to  (on slack), she will put your name in the calendar invite to make sure that the invite is sent Elisa Trevino
out each time.

Coming up 

Resuming regular schedule Sept 15 
Next presenter, Sept 29: Trinsic Trust Registry solution

mailto:etrevino@linuxfoundation.org
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